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DIANA JABŁOŃSKA
Head of Unit C1 Georgia, Moldova, Economic Investment Plan, DG NEAR
“This is the ﬁrst public forum that we are organising as part of the new
phase with UNDP of the Mayors for Economic Growth. We started a joint
dialogue with UNDP two years ago in the midst of an unpreceded crisis.
This has inspired and showed us the need for innovative approaches for
addressing the systemic challenges in cities.
Cities and local communities have a critical role in building resilience and recovery, and we
aim to support this role in Eastern Partnership countries by using an ambitious Economic
and Investment plan as an instrument that brings together public and private investments.
The Mayors for Economic Growth initiative relies on a strong network of active municipalities to test new
approaches in designing local economic development plans and mobilising public-private partnerships.”

GERD TROGEMANN
Manager, Istanbul Regional Hub, RBEC
“Cities and urban spaces are in the center or the crossroad of today’s most
pressing global challenges and complexity. Growing cities need to adapt
fast to provide services for the increasing needs of diverse population. And
cities and towns around old industries need to ﬁnd new model of growth
and new ways of attracting talent.
At the same time, cities are transforming themselves by promoting innovation and creating alternative responses to ongoing challenges including the Covid-19 pandemic. Mayors for Economic
Growth Facility in partnership with DG Near is strategically signiﬁcant as a joint learning path
for urban transformation.
Moving from single point solutions to portfolio approach means shifting to long-term
engagement and visions. This shift resonates strongly in the newly adopted UNDP Strategic
Plan (2022-2025), which emphasizes systemic transformations and portfolio approach
to maximize development impact.”

ANDREA CUZYOVA
UNDP Deputy Resident Representative, Republic of Moldova
“Our goal today is to unpack what emerging urban transformation
can look like, how change happens, and speciﬁcally how missions
and visions for change are turned into concrete actions that leads
to sustainable transformation.
Our future is urban. Urban spaces are becoming complex systems with many actors with people,
networks, institutions, and narratives. In this context, embracing adaptability, visioning for different
futures, testing, piloting and learning together with partners are necessary.”

OLEKSANDR KOBZAREV
Institute of City, Lviv, Ukraine
“We do not have neither oil or natural resources nor ﬁnance but, what we
have is talents. We have IT experts, scientists, architects as creative people.
Creativity and talent are our resources, and we have strategy for a creative
city which has 4 priorities. First, develop creativity among people; second,
create conditions for creative people to keep them and realize their idea;
third, create spaces like coworking hubs for curators and fourth, bring high credit people to Lviv.
Strategies should be designed with a comprehensive long-term vision and short-term
implementation plans. We need to involve in different focus groups and public discussions are musts.
Most creative people are entrepreneurs, so we teach children how to become an entrepreneur
and how to change their minds. “
On the Lviv mobility strategy: we used time machine to learn from countries which faced transportation problems 40 years ago to learn from their experience, rethink about our transportation
mobility model and change the pyramid of priorities.
Advice on moving urban transformations forward:
“Changes are not for citizen but with citizens. Build alliances, understand thoughts of people,
join platforms and co-create your own city.”

GORKA ESPIAU

Agirre Lehendakaria Center, Bilbao, Spain
“Applying single point solution ideas have failed, we needed to ﬁnd
deeper solutions such as different interconnected elements that can
transform complex systems like cities.
Civic initiatives refer to movements of transformation, not a project or
an expert or a strategy. City leaders play an orchestrating role by bringing institutions, private
sector companies and civil society organizations together. We cannot achieve transformation
without a goal of mobilizing large number of stakeholders.
It is impossible to conduct a systematic transformation, if people in the city do not believe
that transformation is possible.
Narratives can change and evolve through collective action. You need to invest more time
in listening and sensemaking while generating portfolios so that co-creation can generate.”
Advice on moving urban transformations forward:
“Invest in knowing deeply, if the city thinks changes would be possible or not”

EVA KALIL

Vienna City Hall, Austria
“What enabled us making a gender perspective an integral part of
strategies and policies in the city of Vienna is among other things the
support by politicians. When politicians realized that the majority of
the existing and potential voters are women among other more
invisible groups then they focused on their speciﬁc needs.
A key principle for us was ‘fairness’, around who gets to enjoy public spaces, be that in terms
of mobility, housing and urban design, parks and playgrounds, educational buildings, etc.
If you know more about your target groups, you can make better use of money and create
higher usability of your city and ensure higher satisfaction among residents.
Gender planning raises the social intelligence in technical systems and in urban fabric.”
Advice on moving urban transformations forward:
“Use pilot projects, ﬁnd the active people and create a network, inspire from good international
experiences and good manuals to give ideas and imaginations.”

MICHELE D'ALENA

Bologna Civic Imagination Office, Italy
“We bring civic imagination inside public policy. Bologna is a city of high
social capital with a wide range of sectors, communities and associations.
We found that the traditional governance approach did not work for us.
While facing urban challenges such as the pandemic and ecological
transition, we believed our model should be a new way of participatory approach in designing
solutions to such complex crises.
We created a ﬂexible organization working with people, a lot of outside partners, and communities
to co-product and co-create solutions. Our team focusses on proximity, works on the ground by
engaging adults, young, elders,migrants etc. to build solutions together and reinforce public policy
by creating empathy and inclusion. We have worked with children, families and migrants, not for
them but with them”.
Advice on moving urban transformations forward:
“Activate learning, go outside of the institution, bring communities and politicians together to create
concrete territorial alliances, and work on new and strengthening relationships using different
media and languages.”

MARIELA ATANASSOVA
Chora Foundation
“Why do you need portfolio approach? The premise behind this
answer is that we are dealing with complex systems and they cannot
be changed by designing a perfect plan and executing it, because
systems do unpredictable things. You must adopt tools that allow you
to discover the way to change.
The portfolio approach process is about creating a continuous learning tool that allows you
and the leadership to extract intelligence directly from the system. It helps to discover actions
to create better decisions or solutions and design better policies.
On the difference between working with smaller compared to larger cities or towns: the advantage of smaller cities is that decision making is faster, and mobilization is possible with the
entire population, hence smaller places is far from underprivileged in this space.
Advice on moving urban transformations forward:
“Shift your focus from doing to learning, bring something new to your process,
and cherish the not knowing.”

Joined us through pre-recorded interviews
GABRIELLA GOMEZ-MONT

Founder and Director of Experimentalista
Founder and Previous Chef Creative Officer of the Mexico City Lab
“Urban transformation is in the hearth of the conversations happening
nowadays. Cities are the best engines for transformation where we can
see different types of urban social realities.
For urban transformation, ﬁrst governments need to think about urban imaginaries;
what kind of cities do we want to create?. Then, we need to create emerging knowledge.
Activating an ecosystem around conversations and open-ended questions are necessary
for urban transformation.
Local governments are the orchestrators of cities and in this regard,
they need be efﬁcient and productive.”

NICOLAY BOYADJIEV
Architect and Designer
Co-Director Education / Design-Research Program at Strelka Institute
“We focus on reframing cities as a part of a technologically
structured system.
We should rethink the standards needed for design, long-term building,
and infrastructure, and how culture is reﬂected, created, maintained at city scale. Capabilities
should be created inhouse in order to further develop our imagination of what is possible.
There are multiple possible futures that will be shaped by the decisions taken in the present,
and we need to think past, present and future together, to unlock opportunities”
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